
Brennen & Brown started back in 2012, when it consultant rich Bamber was visiting good friends
at the city of london distillery and talk quickly moved away from tills to gin! rich enquired of
Jonathan, the head distiller, if there was a gin with ginger, to which Jonathan said yes. however, it
went out of production over 100 years ago. so, a journey began. 

eager to return ginger back to the gin world after over a century, “una” , Brennen & Brown's first
copper still was purchased. With a passion and desire to produce exceptional-tasting  gin and
vodka, Brennen & Brown have established their laboratory from which their flavour team extract
the aroma and flavour molecules from mixtures gently distilled at  low temperatures, thereby
creating the tastiest, freshest-flavoured artisan gins and vodkas.
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The first gin with the warming taste of ginger in over 100 years. Unlike
traditional gins, this is cold distilled under a vacuum to achieve a crisp,
clean and refreshing taste that can’t be matched by copper stills. The gin
has a juniper forefront, supported by citrus notes of lemon and orange and
finishes with an exquisitely warming hint of ginger as inspired by the
century old gin. For the perfect serve pour a double measure over ice, top
up with Indian tonic water and garnish with pink grapefruit.

london dry Gin with Ginger
Gin 43%

Original Colonial Gin is a super premium, artisan and old style London Dry
Gin. Made in the Brennen & Brown flavour nurseries in Cheltenham, using
their unique method of modern technology to cold distil and create a
smooth yet crisp flavour. 

colonial Gin
Gin 43%

Brennen & Brown produce limited edition seasonal specials throughout
the year and this one has been so popular it has stayed put. Cucumber &
Dill Gin was launched in Summer 2016. A light summery super smooth gin
with juniper at the forefront, bringing the fresh and delicate flavours of
cucumber and dill to a gin and tonic.

cucumber & dill Gin
Gin 43%
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Grape aBV case individual

Brennen & Brown produce limited edition seasonal specials throughout
the year and this one has been so popular it has stayed put. Cucumber &
Dill Gin was launched in Summer 2016. A light summery super smooth gin
with juniper at the forefront, bringing the fresh and delicate flavours of
cucumber and dill to a gin and tonic.

Winter spice Gin
Gin 43%
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Plum & Cardamom Vodka started life as a jam! With a glut of plums from
the tree in Brennen & Brown's garden they proceeded to make jam, the
aromas of which set in motion the idea for Plum & Cardamom Vodka. The
warmth of the cardamom mixes with the sweetness from fresh plums for
an exotic taste. Serve over ice with Sicilian lemon tonic.

plum & cardamom Vodka
Vodka 43%
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The gift box contains:
3 x 5cl miniature bottles

Gift Box


